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 Anxiety
 Cont 1: owner leaves, remains in sight, 15 feet


Dog walked away, remains in sight, 15 feet

 Cont 2: Owner leaves, remains in sight, 30 secs, 20-30 feet


Dog walked away and goes out of sight.

 Pre-cert: Owner leaves, out of sight, 60 secs


Dog walked away, 30 feet

 Assistance
 Test:




Home:
ᐤ Inside: Specified by person and instructor prior to test. Minimum of two
retrieve items. Minimum of two sounds (hearing ear dogs).
Public: Specified by person and instructor prior to test. Minimum of two
retrieve items. Minimum of two sounds (hearing ear dogs).

 Behavior
 Test:


Public: Behave appropriately at all times, under control and no barking, no
inappropriate sniffing, and no solicitation of attention

 By Me
 B2: verbal or non-verbal signal
 Cont 1: verbal and hand signal, inside
 Cont 2: verbal and hand signal, outside
 Pre-cert: verbal and hand signal
 Test:


Public: Demonstrate proper position

 Close
 Cont 1: 10 feet with automatic sit
 Cont 2: 20 feet with automatic sit


Straight lines, right turns, left turns, U-turns

 Pre-cert: different environments and distractions for whatever time required
 Test


Public: Distance of 20 feet, minimum of two stops
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 Come
 B1: Verbal signal, 6 feet, mild distractions
 B2: Verbal, 20 feet, inside
 Non-verbal, 15 feet, inside
Cont 1: Verbal or hand signal, 12 feet with distractions
Cont 2: Verbal or hand signal, 15 feet with distractions
Pre-cert: 20 feet with distractions
Test:
 Home
ᐤ Outside: 20 feet or more
 Home: Random Come at 20 feet
 Public: 20 feet or more
 From the Test Guidelines, the person may choose to do the exercise in any of
the following three ways.
1. The person walks away from the dog the required distance while a team
member holds the dog’s leash.
2. A team member walks the dog the required distance away from the person.
3. The person uses a long line on the dog and the dog goes out the required
distance.






 Down
 B2: different surfaces (cement, tile, grass, dirt, carpeting, etc.)
 Verbal nonverbal signal
 Owner in different positions (standing/sitting)
 Dog down from a sit
 Dog down from a stand
 Test:
 Public: Initiates behavior within one second

 Down / stay
 B2: 30 seconds, next to owner, [mild distractions]


15 seconds, 6 feet

 Cont 1: 1 minute, next to owner, distractions
 30 seconds, owner 6 feet away
 Cont 2: 3 minutes, next to owner, distractions
 1 minute, owner 10 feet away
 Pre-cert: 5 minutes, distractions, owner out of sight part of the time
 Test:
 Home
ᐤ Outside: 3 minutes next to person, 6 feet minimum, walk away and come
back
ᐤ Inside: (interchange with Down, Settle, or Stand) 5 minutes with person in
and out of sight
 Public: 5 minutes next to person with distractions. (Type of Stay not
indicated on test form. Assume Down and Sit are appropriate while Settle is
not.)
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 Front
 Cont 1: Verbal and hand signal
 Cont 2: Verbal and hand signal, at a wall, a counter, and between two people
 Pre-cert: at a wall, a counter, and between two people
 Test


Public: Determined by the person’s physical abilities and requirements.
Demonstrate use.

 Front / Stay
 Cont 1: 15 seconds
 Cont 2: 30 seconds
 Pre-cert: 1 minute with distractions
 Test ????
 Greeting / Dog Socialization
 B1: Knows how dog should be greeted
 Knows what to say
 Knows what dog should do
 B2: Person determined how dog should be greeted
 Has explained greeting procedure to a person greeting their dog
 Test:
 Home: Door Greeting – Appropriate door greeting. Polite behavior. No
jumping, no licking, no excessive barking.
 Public: Dog’s interaction is appropriate with people and other animals.
Greets only when allowed.

 Leave-it
 B1: in the hand, on table, or on floor
 B2: [in owner’s hand,] on floor, or item dropped
 Cont 1: When walking by different items on the ground
 Cont 2: 30 seconds with owner in sight
 Pre-cert: 1 minute with owner in sight
 Test:



Home
ᐤ Inside: 3 minutes with person out of sight
Public:
ᐤ Item tossed or dropped on the ground
ᐤ Item in a person’s hand.
ᐤ Walk by leave-it item on ground
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 Let’s Go
 B1: Inside, loose leash, no sniffing, mild distractions, for 6 feet
 B2: Inside, loose leash, no sniffing, mild distractions, for 15 feet
 Cont 1: Inside, loose leash, no sniffing, distractions, for 25 feet


Outside for 10 feet

 Cont 2: Inside, loose leash, no sniffing, distractions, for 40 feet


Outside for 20 feet

 Pre-cert: different environments, different distractions, for whatever amount of
time required

 Test




Home
ᐤ Outside: Walks next to person on a loose leash and no sniffing. Any
distance, not in a fenced yard.
Public: Walks next to person on a loose leash and no sniffing

 Loose Leash Walking
 B1: 12 feet, inside
 B2: 25 feet inside


15 feet outside

 Name Response
 B1: looks within 2 seconds
 B2: looks within 1 second inside





 2 seconds outside
Cont 1: within 1 second, with distractions, inside
Cont 2: within 2 seconds, with distractions, outside
Pre-cert: 1 second
Test
 Home
ᐤ Outside: Responds within 1 second
ᐤ Inside: Responds within 1 second
 Public: Responds within 1 second

 Random Down (Sit / Stop)
 Cont 1: 6 feet
 Cont 2: 10 feet
 Pre-cert: 15 feet
 Test:


Home
ᐤ Outside: 15 feet or more with tester walking. Dog must remain in
position until released.
 Public: 15 feet or more. Person will return to dog to release.
 From the Test Guidelines, the person may choose to do the exercise in any of
the following three ways.
1. The person walks away from the dog the required distance while a team
member holds the dog’s leash.
2. A team member walks the dog the required distance away from the person.
3. The person uses a long line on the dog and the dog goes out the required
distance.
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 Random Down (Sit / Stop) Stay
 Cont 1: 15 seconds, 6 feet
 Cont 2: 30 seconds, 6 feet


15 seconds, 10 feet

 Test


Public: Distance of 15 feet and person will return to dog

 Restaurant:
 Test – Public:






No barking, no sniffing, no solicitation of attention
No shaking when rising
Dog must on one of the following:
ᐤ Under Stay
ᐤ Settle Stay
ᐤ Down Stay in an appropriate and safe place
While on a Stay, a Leave-it item will be dropped or placed near dog and left
for 1 minute

 Settle
 B1: 1 foot from mat
 B2: 3 feet or more
 Cont 1: 6 feet or more
 Cont 2: 8 feet or more
 Pre-cert: 10 feet or more
 Settle / Stay
 B2: 15 seconds, owner next to mat, mild distractions
 Cont 1: 1 minute, owner 6 feet away, with distractions
 Cont 2: 3 minute, owner 6 feet away, with distractions
 Pre-cert: 5 minutes
 Test:


Home
ᐤ Inside: (interchange with Down, Settle, or Stand) 5 minutes with person in
and out of sight

 Single File
 Cont 1: Verbal and a hand signal
 Cont 2: 3 seconds while owner is moving
 Pre-cert: 8 seconds with the owner moving
 Test:


Public: Person shows the behavior(s) he/she uses to navigate narrow
openings, aisles, pathways, etc.

 Sit
 B1: verbal and hand signal
 B2: different surfaces (cement, tile, grass, dirt, carpeting, etc.)
 Verbal nonverbal signal
 Owner in different positions sitting/standing
 Dog sit from a down position
 Dog sit from stand
 Test:
 Public: Initiates behavior within 1 second
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 Sit / Stay
 B1: 10 seconds
 B2: 30 seconds, next to owner, [mild distractions]


15 seconds, 6 feet

 Cont 1: 30 seconds next to owner with distractions
 20 seconds with owner 3 feet away
 Cont 2: 45 seconds next to owner with distractions
 30 seconds with owner 5 feet away
 Pre-cert: 1 minute at 10 feet with distractions
 Test:
 Home
ᐤ Outside: (interchange with Stand) 1 minute, 6 feet minimum, walk away
and come back
ᐤ Inside: (interchange with Down, Settle, or Stand) 5 minutes with person in
and out of sight
 Public: 5 minutes next to person with distractions. (Type of Stay not
indicated on test form. Assume Down and Sit are appropriate while Settle is
not.)

 Stand
 B2: verbal and hand signal [from sit or down]
 Stand / Stay
 Cont 1: 5 seconds
 Cont 2: 10 seconds
 Pre-cert: 10 seconds with owner touching dog
 Test:


Home
ᐤ Outside: (interchange with Sit) 1 minute, 6 feet minimum, walk away and
come back
ᐤ Inside: (interchange with Down, Settle, or Sit) 5 minutes with person in
and out of sight

 Stay (not sure where these notes come from)
 Test: choice of sit, down, settle, or stand



Home: 5 minutes with person in and out of sight
Public: 5 minutes, leash length, food dropped (no Leave-it Signal), greeted by
a stranger.

 Targeting
 B1: on a verbal signal and in different places
 B2: on verbal signal and able to move dog to places and positions
 Under
 Cont 1: Verbal and hand signal
 Cont 2: Verbal and hand signal, different types of tables, inside and outside
 Two choices when leaving (Caroline, at one time I know Phyllis told me this. But
at Panera she seemed to indicate the dog is released first. Is this how you
remember it?)
 People leave first then dog is released
 Release dog first, put dog on a signal, and then people get up.
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 Under / Stay
 Cont 1: 3 minutes
 Cont 2: 6 minutes
 Pre-cert: 10 minutes


Leave-it item on floor for 15 seconds

 Test:


Public: Leave-it or dropped item will be dropped or placed near dog and left
for one minute

 Vehicle
 Test:


Public: Dog performs the appropriate and safe entrance and exit from the
vehicle. The dog is under control at all times and person is aware of dog’s
position outside of vehicle.

 Wait
 B2: wait beside owner at interior door
 Cont 1: exterior door, next to owner


Owner goes through door

 Cont 2: Interior door, owner goes thru door, and then returns
 Interior door while owner walks behind dog
 Pre-cert: exterior door next to owner
 Exterior door while owner walks away
 Exterior door while owner walks away and then returns
 Exterior door while owner walks behind dog
 Test:
 Home
ᐤ Inside: Person shows the use of Wait inside of their home. Team will
demonstrate how they use Wait at home.
 Public: Demonstrate two Waits
ᐤ 1. Wait with dog. Team moves together after dog is released
ᐤ 2. Dog remains on a Wait while person moves away

 Watch Me
 B1: 5 seconds
 B2: verbal and non-verbal signal





 6 seconds inside
 2 seconds outside
Cont 1: 10 seconds inside
 5 seconds outside
Cont 2: 12 seconds inside
 8 seconds outside
Pre-cert: 15 seconds
Test Public: 10 seconds
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